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Policy and insight
Search the latest consumer insights and analysis.
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Our current policy & insight areas
Find out more about the topics weâ€™re working on.


	Consumer Insight
	Digital Markets
	Fair Consumer Markets
	Financial Services
	Fraud
	Household Essentials
	Sustainability
	Trade
	Travel




Our policy and insight
We track consumer trends, undertake rigorous research, and find practical solutions to consumer problems.
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Policy papers
Our evidence-based proposals for ways to make life simpler, fairer and safer for consumers
View all
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Consumer insight
Our latest research, analysis and data on the challenges facing consumers
View all
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Press
Read all of our press releases and responses to breaking news
View all


Trending topics
What's popular on our site.
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Insight article
Consumer trust and satisfaction in February 2024

An update on consumer satisfaction and trust in sectors / industries, with a focus on differing levels of satisfaction across family types.
19 Mar 2024

5 min read 
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Insight article
Financial wellbeing in March 2024

Your regular update on consumer confidence and financial wellbeing
20 Mar 2024

7 min read 
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Insight article
Priority Places for Insulation: Mapping Northern Ireland's Home Insulation Needs

Which? has developed an index to identify local areas by need for insulation by combining data on housing stock and the socio-economic and health indicators of the local population. This article explores the details of these local areas in Northern Ireland
11 Mar 2024

7 min read 
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Policy paper
Our Consumer Agenda for Government

This is our election manifesto, covering the key reforms we believe the next government should bring forward to improve consumer outcomes and boost economic growth
03 Apr 2024

16 min read 
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Whatâ€™s new
Here are our latest policy proposals and insights.



Policy submission
HM Treasury and the Financial Conduct Authorityâ€™s policy paper DP23/5 on the Advice Guidance Boundary Review â€“ proposals for closing the advice gap - Which? response

Which?'s response to HM Treasury's and the FCA's proposals for closing the â€˜advice gapâ€™
18 Mar 2024

1 min read 





Policy submission
Digital Markets, Competition & Consumers (DMCC) Bill - Which? Written Evidence submitted at Report Stage in the House of Lords

This written evidence was shared with Peers in the House of Lords and sets out our position on the Digital Markets, Competition & Consumers Bill, which is a landmark piece of legislation that will enhance competition and protect consumers
11 Mar 2024

2 min read 





Policy submission
Scottish Government consultation on Heat In Buildings Bill - Which? response

In our response we recognise the benefits of long term targets as part of a coherent set of policies to support consumers in the transition to clean heating. Support should include information and advice, help with high upfront costs, and strong consumer protections, as well as flexibility to respond to different household circumstances and properties
08 Mar 2024

2 min read 





Policy submission
Ofcom consultation on protecting people from illegal harms online - Which? response

Which? responds to Ofcom's consultation on how to protect people from illegal harms online as part of implementing the Online Safety Act
26 Feb 2024

2 min read 
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Our campaigns team

Meet our campaigns team who are tackling consumer harm by making life simpler, fairer and safer for consumers
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Consumer Insight Tracker

Our monthly survey with 2,000 UK adults, covering topics like household finances and trust in business. See our insight articles and data dashboards here
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Our Consumer Data

We have a range of datasets and data tools to help you better understand the challenges facing consumers today, from insulation to inflation and beyond
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Press office information

Meet our press office team and media spokespeople, and find all the information you need to contact them
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About us

Learn more about the Policy and Insights team at Which? and our mission to create a fairer and safer world for consumers
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The Which? Fund

Discover our grantmaking support efforts to uncover and tackle the consumer harm facing diverse and disadvantaged communities
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Get the power of Which? in your pocket by downloading our app, giving you on-the-go access to our reviews


Get the Which? app
Get the power of Which? in your pocket by downloading our app, giving you on-the-go access to our reviews
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Got a problem?
Chat to a live agent or send us a message
Contact us
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